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Appendix H. Response to Public Comments on the Draft Travel Analysis Report.

Comment # Author

Group 
Representing (if 
any) Comment

Generalized 
comment group 

Road # (if 
any) Comment Response

1
Amanda 
Daeseleen -

Do not limit access. Do not close roads. Leave roads open to 
access this lifestyle and to freedom. Do not close roads -

The 2005 travel management rule requires that all National Forests identify the minimum road system for 
management of the Forest. Some roads, particularly those that receive low use or have no identified benefits 
beyond driving, were found by the Forest to be  unnecessary for management of the Forest, even though the 
Forest acknowledges they may hold benefits for some Forest users.

2 John Stewart

California Four 
Wheel Drive 
Association

Provide a clear definition of each of three regulations (TAP, 
TM and FPR) and their hierarchy of incorporation be 
identified and subsequent analysis address the 
interdependencies of documents.

Confusing 
Document -

The final includes a more through discussion of relationship between TM, TAP and Forest Plan Revision, in Chapter 
2.

3 John Stewart

California Four 
Wheel Drive 
Association

All routes need to be evaluated to determine whether they 
are needed or not needed, including those that are currently 
unauthorized. The Strategic communication Plan, released 
in conjunction with the final 2005 Rule, make it clear that 
some user-created routes should be considered for addition 
to the system (Q&A#6)

Which roads to 
analyze -

The TAP was intended to analyze the existing road system only, and determine the risks, benefits, opportunities 
and priorities for the existing system (TAP Guidebook, Region 5, July 2012, p. 12). Therefore, we did not consider 
adding unauthorized routes in this document. The Travel Management Process, completed for the Inyo National 
Forest in 2009, already analyzed all known unauthorized routes at that time, and determined whether to add them 
to the system or not. TAP will not redo that process.

4 John Stewart

California Four 
Wheel Drive 
Association

The existing Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) is out 
of date, and does not reflect current use patterns and 
desired conditions. The ROS should be reviewed and 
updated to be used in the TAP.

Risk Factor 
Comment

The ROS is being reviewed and may be updated as part of Forest Plan Revision. Updating the ROS is outside the 
scope of TAP. The ROS risk rating will not affect the "need" recommendation.

5 John Stewart

California Four 
Wheel Drive 
Association

Reference and use the information in the study, "Reed & 
Merenlender, 2008" that suggests that roads are not as 
disruptive to wildlife nor reflective of the spread of invasive 
species as once assumed.

The study cited does not discuss effects of motorized recreation, so not relevant to this project. We did not 
incorporate the results into our methods.

6 John Stewart

California Four 
Wheel Drive 
Association

The criteria used in the risk and benefit analysis should be 
refined to include a clear distinction between "known" 
risk/problem and a "potential/assumed" risk/problem. 

Risk Factor 
Comment The Final will be revised to include a more thorough description of "problems" versus "potential risks" in Chapter 4.

7 John Stewart

California Four 
Wheel Drive 
Association

The discussion in the Draft TAR does not provide enough 
data to determine the economic sustainability of the road 
system. It does not consider the future growth in use. It also 
does not analyze all of the routes on the forest, and 
therefore it is incomplete. There should be a more robust 
description of the use pattern of the visitor and desired 
conditions from the perspective of the visitor and 
administrative needs.

Inadequate 
economic analysis

The economic analysis does include all of the roads on the Forest. It is beyond the scope of this TAR to include an 
economic analysis of future use, since most of that information is unknown. The economic discussion has had more 
detail added in Chapter 2 of the Final TAR. Any future projects related to road management will include an analysis 
of effects to the local economy.
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Road # (if 
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8 John Stewart

California Four 
Wheel Drive 
Association

There should be more socio-economic impact discussion in 
the document so that businesses and the general public can 
evaluate the impacts on their own use of public land.

Inadequate 
economic analysis

The TAR is not an analysis document, and therefore there is little analysis of potential effects. Socioeconomic 
effects will be discussed in any planning document if any of the changes recommended in the TAR are brought 
forward as proposed actions by the Forest in the future.

9 Mark Davis

This process does not adequately asses the historic value of 
certain roads. Some of the redundant roads are roads that 
parallel more modern roads, but are historical. These should 
not be destroyed, but if they are closed, should be only 
blocked off, doing as little ground disturbance as possible.

Benefit Factor 
Comment

Historic value of a road was brought into the developed recreation rating (Final TAR, Appendix C). TAP does not 
determine specific actions to be taken on roads; these would be determined through future analysis, which would 
also consider the historic values.

10 Mark Davis

As roads are closed the, Forest should consider making them 
non-motorized recreational trails. Historically themed 
recreational trails may be a good opportunity (such as Bodie-
era rail lines)

Opportunity 
Comment

"Convert to non-motorized trail" has been added to the final TAR as a potential opportunity for roads 
recommended as not needed for the motorized transportation system.

11 Mark Davis

If budgets keep shrinking, then it seems that there will lead 
to an elimination of roads and recreation. Budgets are 
unrealistic.

Inadequate 
economic analysis

The effects of shrinking budgets and difficulties in managing the road systeam are discussed in the Final TAR in the 
last section of the document, "Key Considerations for Road system Sustainability".

12 Mark Davis
More roads should be made narrower or non-motorized, to 
reduce maintenance costs, not closed.

Opportunity 
Comment

"Convert to non-motorized trail" has been added to the final TAR as a potential opportunity for roads 
recommended as not needed for the motorized transportation system.

13
Rosemary 
Jarrett

The USFS should give consideration to a second access road 
to the community of Swall Meadows, other than the paved 
Swall Meadows Road.

Specific Road 
Comment

If the community brings this proposal to the Forest, it will be considered and analyzed through an appropriate NEPA 
process at that time. 

14
Gayle 
Rosander CalTrans

Please provide us with a list of road accessing the State 
Highway System. The Forest sent a shapefile of our road system to Caltrans on 05/14/15.

15
Gayle 
Rosander CalTrans

When any roads accessing the State Highway System are to 
be physically closed, the FS must consult with Caltrans to 
determine the optimal treatment.

The Forest will consult with Caltrans, as needed, if any changes are made within Caltrans right-of-ways. That 
consultation will be completed during analysis for specific projects.

16
Gayle 
Rosander CalTrans

All roads that access the State Highway system that are 
slated to remain open, please consult with Caltrans to verify 
location, sight distance, debris tracking, etc. The FS would 
need to purpose improvements and permits accordingly.

The Forest will consult with Caltrans, as needed, if any changes are made within Caltrans right-of-ways. That 
consultation will be completed during specific projects.

17
Mike 
McCarthy

Road 03S89C is shown as a road, and as "not needed", but 
the Forest turned it into a motorized trial recently, so it 
seems that the Forest is making a mistake. This shows that 
all data in the document may be erroneous. Data is inaccurate 03S89C

This road was not changed to a motorized trail in our database, though it currently is being managed that way. This 
road is included in the "travel system modifications" project as proposed for removal from the system. There are 
mistakes within our roads database, and part of this project is to identify and fix those mistakes. For this one, we 
will wait until the outcome of the Travel System Modifications project. 

18 anonymous
The Coldwater Campground road is in terrible shape, with 
potholes deep enough to cause damage to a vehicle.

04S25B 
(not a TAP 
road)

The poor condition of the Coldwater Campground Road is known by Forest Engineering staff, who plan to address 
this poor condition as budgets allow.
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19
George 
Reyling

Road 01S183 is used to access camping, hiking and access to 
the historic Crimson Crown Mine remnants, though it is not 
heavily used. It is needed.

Specific road 
benefits 01S183 Added +1 for dispersed camping for the Final.

20
George 
Reyling

Roads should be left in place, but not maintained, then 
there would be no cost for maintenance. Consider a 
different designation that includes roads that do not need 
maintenance but they are still open for continued motorized 
and non-motorized use.

Opportunity 
Comment -

The Forest cannot plan to never maintain a particular road, because any road may need maintenance to prevent 
resource damage at some point, and all roads need monitoring to determine their condition. Therefore, though 
most level 2 roads actually rarely, if ever, receive maintenance, some receive heavy maintenance when they are 
washed out or are causing some major resource damage. The roads listed in matrix categories 7, 8 and 9 are low 
priorities for maintenance, which partially addresses the comment.

21
George 
Reyling

Roads 01N157 and 01N64 in the Truman Meadows were 
shown as not needed. They are used by ATV riders and 
maintenance should not be required.

Specific road 
benefits

01N157, 
01N64 01N157 -  Added +1 for dispersed recreation because it provides a loop and deer hunting pickup.

22
George 
Reyling

Roads 01N127 and 01N128 in Queen Valley are shown as 
not needed. 01N127 in particular is heavily used to access 
the spring and obsidian areas.

Specific road 
benefits

01N127, 
01N128

01N128 is a spur road and does not appear to access any spring or known obsidian area. It connects to 01N127. We 
made no changes. 01N127 accesses private land, but according to our heritage records, does not access an obsidian 
site. The obsidian site is accessed by another road. Added +2 benefit for private land access for 01N127.

23
George 
Reyling

Roads 01N138, 01N139 and 01N142 in Queen Valley were 
shown as not needed. They are used for access to 
historically used areas, and do not need to be maintained, 
and should not be eliminated.

Specific road 
benefits

01N138, 
01N139 
and 
01N142

01N138 - Add +1 for dispersed recreation because it provides a connector to multiple open trails that create loops. 
01N139 - no changes made. Duplicate road provides no additional dispersed rec. opportunity. 01N142 - Added +1 
for dispersed recreation because it accesses a spring and has historical/local value.

24
George 
Reyling

Leidy Creek Road is shown as needed for only part of its 
length, not even reaching the meadows camp area. It should 
be open for its full length. 

Specific road 
benefits 02S74

It is actually shown as needed along its entire length, though it turns into a motorized trail for the last 
approximately 2 miles. No changes made.

25
George 
Reyling

Roberts Ridge Road (06S09) off Wyman Canyon should 
continue to allow ATV access.

Specific road 
benefits 06S09

No changes made. Robert's Ridge road has been blocked by a rock slide for about 5 years. Opening and maintaining 
the road would be very difficult and the Forest has no plans to open the road.

26 Pat Woods

A 28 day public comment period is insufficient. The Forest 
has been working on this data since 2005, but the TAR was 
first announced to the public on 4/18/15.

Inadequate Public 
Outreach -

The comment period was 32 days. Though the Forest had started the TAP process in 2010, it was dropped for other 
priority projects and the Forest did not begin working on it again until late 2014. Though the Forest Service would 
like to have a longer public involvement period, this was not realistic given time constraints of the project. The 
Forest has received many well-researched, helpful comments in the period provided.

27 Pat Woods

We could potentially lose 21% of the Forest system roads 
that were approved and adopted in the 2009 Travel 
Management Decision.  When TM was completed in 2009, 
the public thought the INF was done closing access to our 
public lands. 

Which roads to 
analyze -

The 2005 travel management rule requires that all National Forests identify the minimum road system for 
management of the Forest, and complete the TAP to help identify that minimum system. The purpose of the 2009 
Travel Management Decision was to determine which previously non-system roads would be added to the Forest's 
transportation system as roads or trails. The TAP process does not "close roads.  "The purpose of the TAP, as 
mandated by the 2005 Travel Management Rule, is to look at all system roads and identify their risks, benefits, 
possible changes and priorities to help the Forest identify its possible future minimum system, considering the 
rapidly reducing budgets. It was necessary for the Forest to complete TAP after Travel Management was 
completed, so we could consider the entire road system as a whole, including those roads added in 2009.  
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28 Pat Woods

The TAR claims that 84% of the level 2 roads that are 
maintained by the Inyo NF have NO benefit for dispersed 
recreation. This report seems to disregard the real use of 
Level 2 roads. They are used for many outdoor endeavors. 
Dispersed recreation is very important to the whole Eastern 
Sierra community, and it should have increased value in 
your report. If there is no VALID environmental quality 
issues or resource protection issues, dispersed recreation 
activities should be protected for all citizens. 

Benefit Factor 
Comment -

As stated on page 27 of the Draft TAR, "the Forest acknowledges that every road that receives use has some 
recreation value for motor vehicle users. However, giving all of those routes a value in this exercise would not 
capture the relative importance of roads for dispersed recreation". In the Final TAR, this will have the following 
added for clarification, "If all roads had a point value just for being roads, then the entire scale for benefits would 
have moved up one, with roads having up to 2 points as low benefit roads, giving the same results for 
recommended 'likely not needed' roads."

29 Pat Woods
It appears that accessibility for children, elderly, handicap, 
and mobility impaired people was not considered. Do not close roads -

The Forest considered access for everyone when looking at the benefits, risks, opportunities and priorities for each 
road on the Forest.

30 Pat Woods

Part of the data used for the TAR is very inaccurate. The 
report claims that 23% of the total Level 2 roads do not exist 
or are clearly overgrow. I inspected some of those roads in 
the Silver Canyon and Bald Mountain areas and found that 
about 75% of them clearly do exist. Most are included in the 
MVUM and some are identified with USFS carsonite signs. Data is inaccurate -

All of the roads analyzed in the TAP are on the Motor Vehicle Use Map (MVUM), because they are all on the 
Forest's road system, even if they recieve little use or are overgrown. Most also have carsonite signs if they were 
evident at the time of the 2009 Travel Management Decision. That does not mean that the roads are still used or 
are needed to manage the Forest. The Forest used public comments and field checks of some roads between the 
Draft and Final TAR to improve the accuracy of designating roads as very low use, and removed the designation of 
"does not exist" . The term "does not exist", while accurate in some cases, was not accurate in others, and will not 
be used in the Final TAR. There is a gradient of roads that receive very low use, ranging from those that have grass 
growing in wheel tracks, to those that have some shrubs in wheel tracks, to those that cannot be found on the 
ground. All of these roads are given the classification of "very low use" roads in the final TAR, and are considered to 
be "likely not needed for future use". Even if these roads receive a very small amount of use, they are not as 
beneficial or necessary as roads that receive frequent use. From public comment, Forest Service review of past 
photos, and forest service field visits to potentially overgrown roads, the Forest changed about 40 roads from 
"Does not exist" to "Clearly exists", and changed about 30 from "unsure or Exists" to "very low use". Further, we 
added 35 roads that were previously not analyzed in TAP as "very low use". Therefore, there is a total of 62 roads 
added as "very low use", and 40 changed from "does not exist" to "clearly exists".

31 Pat Woods

Of the non existent roads, 99% have a risk rating and 35% 
have a benefit rating, yet they do not exist according to the 
TAR. That is a significant data error factor and questions the 
validity and bias of the information used. Data is inaccurate -

This is not a data error. The Forest purposely completed the risk and benefit ratings for all roads, even those that 
were reported as no longer existing, because when the Forest begins to take action on any individual road, all 
information known about the road will be in the TAR. Though a road is reported to no longer exist, it may turn out 
to be a good alternate route, or need to be developed in the future, and the Forest could look at the risk ratings for 
that path to help determine whether that is indeed a good location. 

32
John 
Connolly

I cannot give input on a site-specific basis. Instead of 
learning how to communicate with the USFS, I'm hoping 
that someone who reads this can learn how to communicate 
with those who value dispersed recreation and roads.

Inadequate Public 
Outreach

Forest staff have spoken extensively with members of the motorized community since release of the Draft TAR, in 
response to their questions and requests for information and clarification.
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33
John 
Connolly

Dirt roads are a valuable public asset, and cannot be 
replaced once they are gone because it would be too 
expensive to do so today. They are worth millions of dollars 
and today's prices and they belong to all American citizens.

Inadequate 
economic analysis

The TAR did not attempt to put a monetary value on the road system, as that task is outside of the requirements 
for the TAP.

34
John 
Connolly

Dirt roads affect public safety. I've heard a personal account 
of how a small 1-2 acre blaze ballooned up to 10-15 acres 
because the access road was blocked and barricaded. It does 
not make sense to constrict our road system further in an 
effort to make the forest more healthy if it impedes fire 
fighting efforts. Do not close roads

Value for fire prevention and firefighting was taken into account in the Draft and Final TAR, with a benefit criteria 
for "fire and fuels".

35
John 
Connolly

It is unfair to deluge the public with more and more studies 
being created from behind a desk. It is not respectful of our 
time. Over-planning needs to be tempered with actual field 
work. I suggest to not always do the whole forest at once, 
break down the process into manageable bites like one map 
area at a time. What's the rush?

Inadequate Public 
Outreach

While the Forest staff understand that public comment takes much time and thought, especially on a Forest-wide 
scale, the TAP process is intended to be carried out on a Forest-wide scale (TAP guidebook, 2012, pg. 5). Forest 
Service direction was to complete the TAP process by the end of September, 2015. Site-specific planning efforts will 
be at a much smaller scale and will be undertaken in greater depth and detail before actions are taken.

36
John 
Connolly

Lundy Canyon/Lake View Canyon: Roads here are rare and 
some have been converted over to non-vehicular use. This is 
difficult when working on our property, high grade ore is 
carried out by backpack.

Specific road 
benefits

The example given describes a non-motorized trail that has not been open to public motorized use for well over a 
decade, and was not added to the road or motorized trail system through the 2009 Travel Management decision.  
However, private property holders and mining operators can request access to their inholdings, and these can be 
analyzed through an appropriate NEPA analysis.  TAP does not change such a scenario, even if the routes are listed 
as "likely not needed".  Were an existing road to be closed to public access, it could be analyzed for continued use 
by a permittee, property owner, or mining entity.

37
John 
Connolly

Mono Lake/Devil's Triangle: Roads are few and far between 
and every one counts. It is an area where one can truly get 
lost.

Specific road 
benefits

The Forest reviewed the Draft recommendations in the Mono Lake area (as it did across the entire Forest) and 
changed 13 segments (about 14 miles) from "likely not needed" to "likely needed". However, we also changed 3 
short segments (about 1.5 miles total) from "likely needed" to "likely not needed" in the Mono Lake area. These 
changes were made to create a more logical and useful road system in the area.

38
John 
Connolly

Esmeralda/Inyo Forest Nevada side: Nevadan's really 
appreciate their roads and are anti-closure. The eastside of 
the Whites holds years of discovery/opportunity for those 
that look, and let's keep it that way. 

Specific road 
benefits

Due to public comments about road-specific benefits, the Final TAR does not recommend any roads in Nevada on 
the east side of the White Mountains as "not needed".

39
John 
Connolly

June Lake/Bald Mountain to Tom's Place: More roads 
around population centers is a good thing as it helps 
everyone spread out and find some peace and quiet. The 
spaghetti network has developed naturally over time. 
Funneling users onto a main artery is actually impacting it 
more, making for dangerous conditions.

Specific road 
benefits

We understand your concern about main arteries being too crowded, if users cannot spread out. The Final TAR 
recommends that the Forest retains a high density of roads in the June Lake, Mammoth Lakes and Tom's Places 
areas. The high density of roads in these aeras is likely due to historical timber cutting, which put in many roads and 
did not close them once timber sales were over, and many of the roads have continued to be used.Most were not 
orginally created for recreational use and were not developed naturally over time. They were created for a specific 
purpose of timber extraction and many are no longer needed for that purpose.
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40
John 
Connolly

It is counter productive to have roads littered with forest 
slash, dump buckets of sand/dirt, and ugly posts. Is that in 
better condition than when you found it? Do not close roads

The TAP does not propose any road closures, simply identifies whether each road may nor may not likely be needed 
in the future. The public will be able to review and comment on proposed closure methods in any future proposals. 

41
John 
Connolly

Inyo Mountains/Mazourka: Different from the rest of the 
Forest and alive with mining history. Let's not lose any more 
of it.

Specific road 
benefits

In the Mazourka Canyon Area, all roads recommended as "likely not needed" for future use, except one 0.3 mile 
road, were found to be very low use roads. Therefore, they have not been receiving regular motorized use.

42
John 
Connolly

All of us are part of the landscape for better or worse, 
likewise historical routes and uses should be preserved. 
(preserve history and culture like Manzanar does)

Benefit Factor 
Comment

When a road was known to have a historical value, or access a site of historical significance, it was given a value for 
dispersed recreation. 

43
John 
Connolly

Wormhole Canyon/Apple trees and oaks: at the far southern 
most stretch of the Inyo, all routes that provide access to 
the eastern escarpment should remain.

Specific road 
benefits -

The western portion of  17S01A appears to be lightly used and truly not needed, but the eastern spur that runs 
north/south is wide and well used. Road 17S01B  leads to a boulder, either a campsite or bouldering area, on BLM 
land. However, no benefits given in comment and therefore no change made. Main access road remains "likely 
needed". 

44
Karen 
Schambach

PEER, Sierra Club, 
Wilderness 
Society

TAP should analyze ALL roads on the Forest, per WO 
direction. The 2003 RAP is outdated. Hot Creek Road, in 
particular, should be included in the analysis as it does have 
changed circumstances

Which roads to 
analyze

03S138, 
03S138C

Little Hot Creek Road was added back into the analysis, as it has some changed conditions, having been graveled 
since the 2009 Travel Management Project. However, the other conditions pointed out by the commenter, such as 
it is now in a Critical Aquatic Refuge, have not changed since 2003.  Further, the Forest did not remove roads from 
analysis if they are County maintained. The only time the Forest removed roads from further analysis based on 
jurisdiction was in the case of highways or other roads over which the Forest has no jurisdiction at all and there is a 
legal instrument in place (final TAR, pg. 19). Most County roads do not have a legal instrument and therefore the 
Forest maintains some  control over them. For road 03S128C, the final risk rating is -8 and benefit is 8. For road 
03S138, the final risk rating is -10 and benefit rating in 15. Therefore, both roads high benefit, but with high risks.

45
Karen 
Schambach

PEER, Sierra Club, 
Wilderness 
Society

TAP should analyzed ALL roads on the Forest. The 2009 TM 
decision analyzed individual roads and trails, but Subpart A 
requires a holistic look at the entire road system.

Which roads to 
analyze

This process does look at all roads holistically. The Forest did not, however, re-analyze risks, benefits, opportunities 
and priorities when we already have information that was not known to have changed since a previous analysis. 
This was the process recommended in the Travel Analysis Handbook (FS 7709.55, Chapter 20, Section 21.13)

46
Karen 
Schambach

PEER, Sierra Club, 
Wilderness 
Society

TAP should analyze ALL roads on the Forest. This should 
include all roads maintained by other entities, including 
highways. FS is responsible for all roads on FS land, even if 
they are maintained by another entity. Hot Creek Road 
specifically called out.

Which roads to 
analyze

The TAP included consideration of all roads on the National Forest Transportation System. It completed a full 
analysis on all roads not analyzed in the 2009 Travel Management or 2003 RAP, or on highways or other roads with 
a legal instrument in place. Most roads maintained by other entities do not have a legal instrument in place, and 
therefore were fully analyzed. The Forest added the Little Hot Creek Roads (03S138 and 03S138C) into the full 
analysis and gave them risk and benefit ratings, based on this comment.

47
Karen 
Schambach

PEER, Sierra Club, 
Wilderness 
Society

TAP should analyze ALL roads on the Forest, including the 
adjacent and connecting transportation system on other 
lands.

Which roads to 
analyze

The TAP considered all roads on the Forest. It completed a full analysis on all roads not analyzed in the 2009 Travel 
Management or 2003 RAP, or on highways or other roads with a legal instrument in place. Almost all roads 
maintained by other entities do not have a legal instrument in place, and therefore were fully analyzed.
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48
Karen 
Schambach

PEER, Sierra Club, 
Wilderness 
Society

The economic analysis is deficient. We are concerned that 
the average cost of $150/mile for ML-2 roads is too low. 
Does this take into account the high risk ML-2 roads that 
need mitigation and maintenance?

Inadequate 
economic analysis

The average cost per year for ML2 roads is spread over time, assuming that a road may have a certain type of 
maintenance only once every x years, but spreads that cost over those same x years. It does take into account high 
risk roads, by assuming that all roads need maintenance, though some have never been maintained by the Forest 
Service. Therefore, the costs are averaged between low and high maintenance level 2 roads.

49
Karen 
Schambach

PEER, Sierra Club, 
Wilderness 
Society

The economic analysis does not appear to consider deferred 
maintenance. Therefore, the fiscal benefits of removing 
unneeded roads won't be fully accounted for.

Inadequate 
economic analysis

That is true. It also does not consider the cost of closing roads or maintaining barriers. The TAP looks at the ability 
to pay for the existing and recommended road system in terms of annual maintenance. Most known deferred 
maintenance costs are on level 3, 4 and 5 roads, which are almost all needed because they access developed 
recreation sites. Therefore, there would be no change in deferred maintenance costs even if recommendations in 
the TAR were implemented.

50
Karen 
Schambach

PEER, Sierra Club, 
Wilderness 
Society

The economic calculator does not factor in the costs for 
mitigation, reconstruction, or rerouting high and moderate 
risk roads (Matrix categories 1, 2, 4 and 5).  Keeping these 
roads in the system is likely to greatly increase the overall 
costs of the road system. The economic analysis should 
disclose the costs associated with the mitigation measures, 
as well as identify funding sources for the mitigations.

Inadequate 
economic analysis

There is not sufficient time or information to fully estimate the costs for mitigation and maintenance of high risk 
roads, because they have not been fully analyzed on the ground, and it is unknown whether each road will need 
mitigation, maintenance, rerouting, or some other treatment. Most of the risks are just that, risks only, and may 
not require any change. Therefore, we cannot complete the requested analysis as part of the TAP.

51
Karen 
Schambach

PEER, Sierra Club, 
Wilderness 
Society

The risk/benefit thresholds are skewed to result in few 
'likely unneeded' roads. The JENKS method of statistical 
analysis comes up with an arbitrary and inequitable breaks, 
with a higher breakpoint for risk than benefit. The DTAR 
notes this was done in order to identify and focus on these 
"extremes", with no explanation why this is desirable or 
useful.

Analysis Process 
Comment

The language in the Draft TAR has been updated to better explain the process for determining breaks between 
"high", "moderate" and "low" risks and benefits. Additional language will include, "because the TAP is meant to be 
a broad scale, rapid approach using existing information, data accuracy widely varied across the Forest. Forest staff 
tried different breaks for risk and benefit, then looked at a handful of well known roads to determine which breaks 
were accurate with on-the-ground knowledge. In some parts of the Forest, raising the break for a  low benefit 
rating from 0-1 to 0-2 would make too many roads "not needed" that are clearly needed for Forest management. 
While, in other portions of the Forest, such as the area between Mammoth Lakes and June Lake, raising the break 
for benefit ratings might create a more realistic map of "likely future need". To address the problem in part, the 
Forest added about 63 miles of road in the Jeffrey Pine area between Mammoth Lakes and Highway 120 east, both 
east and west of Highway 395 as "recommended reduce maintenance level to 1", which means the road would be 
in storage and not open to any use for some period of time. Maintenance level 1 roads are meant to be re-opened 
when forest management (usually fire, fuels and forest health management) requires them to be opened again. 
The Forest decided that reducing the maintenance level to ML1 was more appropriate than recommending the 
roads as "likely not needed for future use" because roads in this area will be needed at some point in the future for 
access for fuel reduction activities. 

52
Karen 
Schambach

PEER, Sierra Club, 
Wilderness 
Society

The TAR does not document the scores for each of the 
criteria. It would be good to know the score for each of the 
sub criteria

Inadequate data 
presented

This information is available in the project record and was provided to the commenter and other commenters who 
requested the information.
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53
Karen 
Schambach

PEER, Sierra Club, 
Wilderness 
Society

Road density and redundancy are not addressed. Density 
and redundancy should be used as a factor in determining 
future road need.

Risk Factor 
Comment

Road redundancy and density were considered when determining whether a road was "likely needed for future 
use" or not, though not directly. This was a secondary factor in recommending future need, when determining 
which roads to give specific benefit values. For example, if two roads accessed the same campsite, the Forest had 
to determine which road would receive the developed recreation benefit value, or whether both roads should 
received a value. In making this determination, the Forest considered density and redundancy. Road density was 
also one factor in the watershed risk rating. 

54
Karen 
Schambach

PEER, Sierra Club, 
Wilderness 
Society

The FS should include, "remove duplicates when possible" in 
every box in Table 7.

Opportunity 
Comment

The Final TAP includes "duplicates may be removed in any matrix category, when they are identified during a future 
planning project as redundant and providing little additional benefit."

55
Karen 
Schambach

PEER, Sierra Club, 
Wilderness 
Society

Risk should be used to identify roads as unneeded. The 
roads with high risks will have the highest expenses, and 
have the highest environmental costs. We recommend that 
any road with a higher risk than benefit rating be considered 
'likely unneeded'

Analysis Process 
Comment

Although the Forest considered using risk ratings to identify unneeded roads, further review showed that some of 
the highest risk roads are also the highest use roads, and are definitely needed. For example, the Monache access 
road (risk total -11) is the only access to the Monache area, and receives use by Forest Service personnel, grazing 
permittees, private landowners, and extensive recreational use. Another example, the White Mountain Road, has a 
risk total of -8, but provides the only access to a large portion of the White Mountains by motorized vehicles, and is 
used by people from around the world to view the Bristlecone Pines and numerous recreational activities available 
in the White Mountains.

56
Karen 
Schambach

PEER, Sierra Club, 
Wilderness 
Society

Roads in Critical Aquatic Refuges should be assigned a high 
risk and classified as unneeded. CARs were not considered 
at all in this analysis.

Risk Factor 
Comment

CARs were not considered in this analysis, though effects to aquatic biota were considered. CARs do not capture 
the sites where there are issues with roads and aquatic biota, and therefore do not accurately represent the sites 
with real problems.  CARs were not created to exclude all roads within them, but to require greater analysis and 
ensure the Forest considers special status species, which was done in TAP.

57
Karen 
Schambach

PEER, Sierra Club, 
Wilderness 
Society

Risk/benefit analysis does not include an isolation index. 
Isolated roads offer the opportunity, if removed, for the 
creation of roadless areas, which could benefit wildlife as 
well as recreationists seeking a quite experience.

Risk Factor 
Comment

The purpose of TAP was to identify risks, benefits, opportunities and priorities for Forest Roads, to help the Forest 
identify roads needed for Forest management. The Forest considered many different types of recreation when 
assigning benefits or risks to roads, but did not add an isolation index because many uses of the Forest, including 
the majority of dispersed recreation uses, forest health, and fire/fuels management, rely on relatively isolated 
roads to provide access. The more isolated the road, the more useful for providing motorized access into remote 
areas. To address Inventoried Roadless Areas (IRAs), roads in IRAs were given a risk rating of -1 or -2, depending on 
whether they are known to be causing negative effects to natural resources or not.

58
Karen 
Schambach

PEER, Sierra Club, 
Wilderness 
Society

Risk factors for heritage resources should include past 
vandalism. Roads that access sites that have been looted or 
vandalized should be assigned a high-risk rating

Risk Factor 
Comment

The Forest does not have sufficient information readily available to use in this rapid GIS analysis for TAP about 
vandalism to sites. Therefore, that factor could not be used in the TAP.

59
Karen 
Schambach

PEER, Sierra Club, 
Wilderness 
Society

If a road provides opportunity for frequent illegal 
Wilderness incursion, it should get a high risk ranking of -2.

Risk Factor 
Comment

The Final TAR was changed as per this suggestions. All roads with high potential or frequent Wilderness incursions 
(a total of 3 roads) were given a -2 rating.
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60 Don Amador
BlueRibbon 
Coalition

Reclassify appropriate ML3/4 roads to ML2 roads. Reclassify 
appropriate ML2 roads to motorized trails or manage as 
"roads managed as trails". Manage appropriate ML1 roads 
as a "motorized trail". Rely on site-specific feedback from 
users and agency staff to identify appropriate routes.

Opportunity 
Comment

The Draft TAR attempted to make these changes, but the Forest did not have sufficient information in most cases 
to recommend these changes  using a logical process. However, in the Final TAR, the Forest did recommend 
changing some (about 93 segments, 63 miles) ML2 roads to ML1, in the high density Jeffrey Pine Forest area 
between Mammoth and Highway 120 East, on both sides of Highway 395. These ML1 roads could then be managed 
as trails if site specific analysis indicates it.

61 Don Amador
BlueRibbon 
Coalition

The TAP should have included analysis of currently closed 
roads for use by OHVS or 4x4 vehicles, for camping and 
staging needs.

Which roads to 
analyze See response to comment #3.

62 Don Amador
BlueRibbon 
Coalition

The Forest should review historic road networks and current 
or anticipated patterns to see if appropriate segments of 
ML3 roads could be designated as mixed-use roads. BRC 
urges the Forest to continue to engage local and state 
government as needed to assist the agency in travel 
planning.

Opportunity 
Comment

The Forest did not consider designating roads as mixed-use in this TAP, due to insufficient analysis and available 
data, though it could be a potential opportunity for some roads in the future if proposed by another agency or 
group, and when the engineering analysis and NEPA analysis are completed. 

64
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands

The Forest is claiming it cannot afford to keep roads open, 
but in the next statement, says it does not make a 
difference whether they are open or closed. This does not 
make sense because the Forest Service does not maintain 
the roads proposed for closure. This has nothing to do with 
expenses. this is only a way to paint a picture of a need to 
close roads, which is a false claim. Do not close roads

The Final TAR attempts to better explain the difference between road "need" for management of the Forest, and 
the economic sustainability of the road system in Chapters 2 and 5.  While maintenance of most ML2 roads is 
typically not frequent, these roads do receive maintenance and substantial repair after flood events or when the 
routes are causing unacceptable resource impacts.   Signs, monitoring, brushing, drainage clearing, weed removal, 
and other management may not be evident to the commenter, but do have substantial cost when extrapolated 
across the Forest road network.   The TAP points out that compared to higher standard roads, ML2 roads do not 
consume as substantial amounts of the Forest's financial resources.

65
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands

A Forest Service employee admitted that the study of these 
suggested closures was based on work done on Google 
Earth. If this is in fact true, how can this be substituted for 
actual field work? This is not based in science. You must go 
on the ground to study each road. Data is inaccurate

The Forest did not base the TAP on Google Earth. The TAP is meant to be a rapid process using existing information, 
and the Forest did use existing information. Existing information included road monitoring data collected by on-the-
ground field crews, information about the location and condition of other resources (such as plants or wildlife), and 
information provided by the public about road condition, benefits and risks. Google Earth was used in some cases 
to help verify or refute reports that roads "did not exist" or were "overgrown", as the quality of air photos on 
Google Earth is sometimes higher than Forest Service digital air photography. Google Earth was never used as the 
only source of information about any road.

66
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands

This plan closes roads for no reason. Please do a better job 
for the public. Do not close roads

The explanation of the benefit and risk ranking process, and the process for determining whether roads are likely 
needed or not needed for future use is explained in Chapter 5 of the final Travel Analysis Report.

67
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands

What about older people who cannot hike or walk to 
places? What about survival of our tourist economy with 
this attitude from the Forest Service? We need to plan for 
the aging of the population and their recreation before 
closing any more roads. Do not close roads

The explanation of the benefit and risk ranking process, and the process for determining whether roads are likely 
needed or not needed for future use is explained in Chapter 5 of the final Travel Analysis Report. Access by 
motorized vehicles and benefits to the public were major drivers of recommendations for future road need.
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68
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands

There is an attitude from the FS that they can do what they 
want, not what is in the best interest of the public. Public 
comment in favor of keeping roads open seems to have 
fallen on deaf ears.

Inadequate Public 
Outreach

Forest staff have spoken extensively with members of the local motorized community, as well as other interest 
groups, since release of the Draft TAR, in response to their questions and requests for information and clarification.  
Any action that would affect recreationists' access in the future will have an appropriate NEPA analysis, including 
public disclosure and involvement. 

69
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands

Many roads continue from BLM to FS lands. Why can BLM 
keep their roads open but the Forest Service cannot keep 
these same roads open within their jurisdiction? Do not close roads

The TAP pertains only to roads within the boundaries of the Inyo National Forest and does not attempt to analyze 
risks and benefits on BLM lands. The Forest acknowledges that roads cross boundaries and coordination is needed 
among managing entities.  This issue would be considered in future analysis, if the Forest Service would propose to 
close any of these roads.

70
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands

By closing spur roads, how does a person have quality family 
time if they cannot get off the main roads? The current rules 
do not allow any parking off the road. These items have not 
been thought out and the public is not confident.

Issues with types of 
roads "not needed"

The final TAR recommends only 28 roads less than 200 feet in length (we used 200 feet as the threshold for a spur 
road) as 'likely not needed for future use', and 16 of those are very low use roads, with little or no evidence of 
recent use. This is a very small percentage of the spur roads on the Forest.  Furthermore, existing regulations allows 
vehicles to park off of roads within a vehicle length of the road anywhere along the road and trail network.

71
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands

Taking away roads in areas of the forest open for fuel wood 
gathering will inhibit people's ability to gather fuel wood and 
take away important revenues for the Forest Service. Do not close roads

Fuel wood gathering was considered as a benefit in the "forest products" category, as explained in Chapter 4 of the 
final TAR.

72
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands

Road 08S4OE was a former campground that was sacrificed 
for CARMA. With the removal of CARMA, the Forest should 
be returning this to its original state as a campground rather 
than closing the road. 

Specific road 
benefits 08S4OE

Campsites were created in other nearby locations to make up for loss due to CARMA. The campground was 
planned for permanent removal even after CARMA was gone, and the Forest plans to rehabilitate the area, and not 
reinstate the campground. Added +1 for dispersed recreation for hunting.

73
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands

Make many quality loops and the Forest will become self-
managing. Make loops first, not closure. 

Issues with types of 
roads "not needed"

The Forest considered roads that are key to connecting loops as having a benefit for dispersed recreation. The TAR 
does not close any roads, though it does recommend about 11% of the roads on the NFTS as 'likely not needed for 
future use'. If the Forest highlights specific quality loops in an area, then it would likely make other, nearby roads 
not needed, because their use would likely decrease.

74
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands

Only roads with a safety concern should be considered for 
closure. Do not close roads

The explanation of the benefit and risk ranking process, and the process for determining whether roads are likely 
needed or not needed for future use is explained in Chapter 5 of the final Travel Analysis Report. This process was 
based on the Region 5 guidebook and the 2005 Travel Management Rule, which require considering budgets, 
resource risks, and management needs, not simply safety, when determining future road need.

75
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands

The Forest's job is to create a recreation system that 
includes everyone, not just a select few that feel they know 
what is right for everyone. Closing access is 
counterproductive to the goals of a tourist-based economy 
and the survival of Inyo and Mono Counties. Do not close roads

Developed and dispersed recreation each received a benefit rating for determining recommended road need. They 
were a major factor in determining road benefits and likely future need. The final TAR recommends that 11% of the 
entire road system, by  mileage, may not be needed for future use, and these roads do not lead to major developed 
or dispersed recreation destinations. All except 0.25 miles of the 'not needed' roads are Maintenance Level 2 
(ML2). Because over 90% of roads on the Forest are ML2, the percentage of ML2 road recommended as 'not 
needed' is also 11%.  For the above reasons, the effect on visitation or and tourism and quality recreational 
experiences would be very limited.
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76
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands

Your public meeting was poorly advertised, and not at all in 
the media. Many people did not know it was happening.

Inadequate Public 
Outreach

A news release advertising the public meeting was sent to local news organizations on March 25, 2015, with a 
follow-up reminder sent on April 16, 2015. Notice of the meeting was also sent by email directly to 550 individuals, 
organizations and tribal governments, and hard copy to 29 more parties hard copy by mail on April 8, 2015. About 
60 people showed up to the public meeting, suggesting that it was advertised sufficiently.

77
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands

03N113-02N112. Examples of roads that show closures at 
the Forest/BLM Boundary. They will remain open on BLM 
jurisdiction.

Specific road 
benefits

03N113, 
02N112

02N112 - Does not continue on to BLM land. No changes made. Road 03N113 is not in the TAP database. The 
commenter may have been referring to 02N113, which does continue from BLM to INF land. However, road 
02N113 does not exist, and photos taken in 2012 and 2013 were reviewed by Forest staff to confirm that the road 
receives either no or very low use and vegetation has grown in wheel tracks. Air photos confirm that the road is 
overgrown on both Forest Service and BLM land. 03N13 is another possibility, but also not on BLM land.

78
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands

02N111 is not a redundant road. It serves as an alternate if 
for some reason the adjacent roads are closed to  safety 
reasons and give an escape route.

Specific road 
benefits 02N111

No change made to recommendation. Comment does not provide any specific benefit, and there are other roads to 
escape on in the area in the event of an emergency.

79
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands Many closures reverse the concept of dispersed recreation.

Benefit Factor 
Comment

Dispersed recreation was given a value in the TAR, along with other values, as explained in Chapter 4 of the Draft 
and Final TAR. Most changes made between the Draft and Final TAR were due to public comments or new 
information about dispersed recreation use.

80
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands

No roads around Mono Lake should be closed that connect 
to other through routes, for safety purposes. For example, 
01n53, 01N23, 01N111.

Specific road 
benefits

01N53, 
01N23, 
01N111

01N111- There are 2 other roads to exit this location, so not needed for safety. No changes made. Short connector.  
01N23 - Redundant road and does not appear to be needed for safety. No changes made. 01N53 - makes loop with 
other "needed" road (01N61), so add +1 for dispersed recreation benefit.

82
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands

Roads in the Toiyabe National Forest are in volcanic rock 
area, not in Forest and should not be closed. Examples: 
01N157, 01N120, 01N13E

Specific road 
benefits

01N157, 
01N120, 
01N13E

01N120 - no change made. On Inyo NF, not in Toiyabe National Forest. No benefit given in comment, so no changes 
made. 01N13E - Add +1 for dispersed recreation benefit because no other roads go to this area. However, it is 
barely visible in air photos and therefore likely receives very little use. It is within the portion of the Humboldt 
Toiyabe NF that is administered by the Inyo NF, which allows the Inyo NF to recommend changes to the road 
system. 01N157 - not within H-T NF. Added +1 for dispersed recreation because it provides a loop and deer hunting 
pickup.

83
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands

Roads from BLM to Forest Service should not be closed 
simple because they change jurisdiction - Example: Chidago 
Loop Road 03S153-03S154

Specific road 
benefits

03S153, 
03S154

These roads were recommended in the Draft TAR as "not needed" based on the lack of known benefits. The 
commenter did not provide any information that would change that analysis. Neither road connects to any loop, 
and therefore we did not make any changes to the ratings of these roads.

85
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands 01S98D - Historic woodcutting road, no closure

Specific road 
benefits 01S98D

Did not make any changes. Woodcutters are allowed to drive off-road under terms of the permit, to collect wood, 
so whether road is on the system or not does not affect wood procurement.

86
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands 03S50 - Loop, no reason to close

Specific road 
benefits 03S50

Added +1 benefit for dispersed recreation for both segments of the road recommended as "not needed" in the 
draft TAR. They do provide a loop, and logical connectivity to adjacent "needed" roads.

87
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands 01N13E - historic deer camp - no closure

Specific road 
benefits 01N13E Added +1 for dispersed recreation because presence of deer camp. (total now +2 for dispersed recreation)

88
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands 01N113 - historic camping site - no closure

Specific road 
benefits 01N113 Add +1 benefit for dispersed recreation for dispersed campsite.
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89
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands 01N157 - Deer hunting pick up road

Specific road 
benefits 01N157 

Added +1 for dispersed recreation because it is a deer hunting pick up road. Also added +1 for tribal benefit due to 
access to pinyon grove. Recommended "needed" in final.

90
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands 01N64 - Deer camp - no closure

Specific road 
benefits 01N64 Add +1 benefit for dispersed recreation for dispersed campsite (deer camp).

91
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands

01N127 - washed out, but access to spring for Johnie's 
Ranch would be lost - no closure

Specific road 
benefits 01N127 Add +2 benefit for private land access 

92
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands

Buttermilk area is used heavily in winter. Before any 
closures, we need to establish a system of loops. How can 
you close roads before you know what is needed for loops? 
Do you have consensus from local residents?

Specific road 
benefits          -
Forest not in touch 
with public See response to comment #73.

93
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands

Tom's Place is used heavily in winter. Before any closures, 
we need to establish a system of loops. How can you close 
roads before you know what is needed for loops? Do you 
have consensus from local residents?

Specific road 
benefits          -
Forest not in touch 
with public See response to comment #73.

94
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands 07S109 - Loop road for OHVs Buttermilk to Starlite.

Specific road 
benefits 07S109

Added +1 because it provides an off-road alternative to highway 168. However, the loop it is part of leads to Starlite 
is controversial and is actually closed at Starlite.

95
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands 07S109A - Loop road for OHVs Buttermilk to Starlite.

Specific road 
benefits 07S109A

See response to #117 and #94. This road itself is not a loop, but there is a wide, well-travelled road from Starlite 
that connects to it, crossing Birch Creek, which connects Starlite to the Buttermilks. That road has been closed since 
before the 2009 Travel Mangement decision, but continutes to be illegally re-opened. 

96
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands

08S101 - Access to fishing in Little McGee. Also, deer 
hunting drop off for the "hole" and Grouse Mountain.

Specific road 
benefits 08S101 Added +1 for dispersed recreation benefit. It accesses a popular bouldering area and is heavily used.

97
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands 08S101D - Access to fishing in Birch Creek

Specific road 
benefits 08S101D This road does not access Birch Creek, but 08S101, its neighbor, does.

98
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands 06S07A - Fishing and hunting access to Horton Creek

Specific road 
benefits 06S07A 06S07A - Added +1 benefit for dispersed recreation due to fishing and hunting access to Horton Creek

99
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands

05S09 - Historic mining items. Area heavily prospected, 
educational opportunities. Not wilderness quality.

Specific road 
benefits 05S09 Added +1 for dispersed recreation for old mine viewing.

100
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands

05S111-05S115 - Make loop routes between 05S115 and 
County Line (not depicted)

Specific road 
benefits 05S111

Added +2 for dispersed recreation (was +1) because it connects to a major road that leads to excellent lookout and 
hand glider takeoff site.
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101
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands Leave campsites in Silver Canyon

Specific road 
benefits

The TAR does not close any campsites or roads. In the Silver Canyon area, the final TAR recommends that four short 
spur roads are likely not needed for future use, while the draft TAR recommended 7 as likely not needed.  Due to 
public comment, the final TAR added benefits to 3 spur roads, making them have moderate benefits and therefore 
recommended as likely needed.

102
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands

Leave 06S09 open for loop to 06S104. 06S09 accesses 
historic deer hunting and mining - absolutely not!

Specific road 
benefits

06S09, 
06S104

06S09 does not make loop with 06S104, as far as I can tell. If so, it would be cross-country and likely not allowed. 
06S09 - No changes made. Robert's Ridge road has been blocked by a rock slide for about 5 years. Opening and 
maintaining the road would be very difficult and the Forest has no plans to open the road.

103
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands 07S131 - Mining and hunting access - no closure

Specific road 
benefits 07S131 Added +2 for dispersed recreation due to access to mining and hunting. 

104
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands

09S110B - Drop off for deer and Chukar hunting …to toll 
house

Specific road 
benefits 09S110B Added + 2 for dispersed recreation for camping and hunting.

105
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands

06S01H - Pick up spot for 06S09. And deer hunting drop off - 
No closure!

Specific road 
benefits 06S01H

This is a small connector road (0.6 miles) between two "needed" roads. Though it does not appear to be related to 
Road 06S09, and other "needed" roads provide pickup access from road 06S09. However, the road is an important 
link between the two roads and would be difficult to close effectively. Added a +1 for dispersed recreation because 
it provides a connector.

106
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands

08S40E - Deer hunting drop off - also being used by CARMA, 
shouldn't be closed just because they are leaving.

Specific road 
benefits 08S40E Added +1 for dispersed recreation benefit due to hunting

107
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands

Roads that when closed will create proliferation - Examples: 
13S109, 14S102A, 14S103 - they also access fishing. How 
can you expand tourism and continue to close access and 
limit opportunities to recreate in all manners?

Specific road 
benefits

13S109, 
14S102A, 
14S103

13S109 - Added +1 for dispersed recreation because it is a long loop that gets use. 14S102A and 14S103- Added +2 
for SUP because it accesses LADWP station. 

108
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands How do you resolve 12S106, 12S108, 10S105, etc.?

Issues with types of 
roads "not needed"

12S106, 
12S108, 
10S105

10S105 - added +1 for dispersed recreation because of access to mine site. Access to mine site also identified by FS 
staff. 10S104 - not identified here, but also access to mine site. 12S108 - Added +2 for recreation because it 
provides access to multiple non-TAP roads and trails.

110
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands 12S106 - Rock hounding - no closure

Specific road 
benefits 12S106 Added +1 for dispersed recreation (total of +2) because of access to rock hounding.

111
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands

09S15E - great vantage point of the Owens Valley - no 
closure

Specific road 
benefits 09S15E Added +2 for dispersed recreation for unique setting.

112
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands 09S13B - Access to #1 WFWL Guzzler - no closure

Specific road 
benefits 09S13B Added +1 for SUP for guzzler access.

113
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands

09S107 - 09S108 - Deer hunting road, the park expansion 
already took enough - no closure

Specific road 
benefits

09S107, 
09S108

Added +1 for dispersed recreation for hunting. 09S108 not evaluated in TAP, but would have no access if 09S107 
was closed. 09S108 is long road. 
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114
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands 08S108A - Deer hunting drop off or pick up - no closure

Specific road 
benefits 08S108A Added +1 for dispersed recreation for hunting pick up/drop off site.

115
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands

We're taking your approach - don't look at roads on the 
ground - just google it and close. I guess we have to take 
your word for it, unless we get a group together made up off  
road people, FS, bicycle users, etc. and go out and do some 
field reviews.

Inadequate Public 
Outreach See response to comment #65.

116
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands

Meeting had no concern from residents in Starlite about 
closures. The meeting was not advertised and notification 
was poor, no press about it …to make sure the community 
was duly notified.

Inadequate Public 
Outreach See response to comment #76

117
Steve 
Toomey et al.

Advocates for 
Access to Public 
Lands

07S109, 07S109A - UTV ATV loop road, tying Buttermilk 
Road to the Flow line Road - no closure!

Specific road 
benefits

07S109, 
07S109A

07S109A - No change made in Final TAR. It provides access to creek crossing that connects to unauthorized route 
into Starlite. The road into Starlite is officially closed, and is controversial. Because this road is not on the NFTS, this 
road is not needed as a connector. 

118
Stephen C 
Harner -

At 65 years of age, one knee surgery and a bad back, I'm 
very concerned about my access to the back country in light 
of INF's continuing trend in closing more Level 2 roads. Do not close roads See response to comment #75.

119
Stephen C 
Harner

Level 2 roads provide public access for many different 
purposes including hunting, wooding, mineral exploration, 
pine nutting, birding, climbing and medicinal plant 
gathering, to mention a few. They also provide wildfire 
control. The "scientific basis" for closure is questionable. Is 
the true intent of the Inyo National Forest to manage the 
forest or severely restrict public access to public land? Do not close roads See response to comment #75.

120
Stephen C 
Harner

Much like in the poorly defined original boundary of the 
Death Valley National Monument, these proposed Level 2 
road closures will make recreational prospecting and 
hunting areas become effectively off limits.

Benefit Factor 
Comment

This TAR only makes recommendations, and does not propose or implement any road closures. The total number of 
roads recommended as not needed are about 11% of the total roads on the Forest, and about 9% of the total roads 
and motorized trails combined. For the above reasons, the effect on prospecting, hunting and quality recreational 
experiences would be very limited.

121
Stephen C 
Harner

The time allowed for public review of TAR is seriously short 
and as public employees you should be held accountable for 
you propose on our behalf.

Inadequate Public 
Outreach

The comment period was 32 days, as was described as the "most useful" period in which to receive comments. The 
public was told at the TAP public meeting that comments would be accepted after that, but that the Forest could 
only guarantee to consider comments received during that comment period. The Forest accepted all comments 
submitted, even those submitted after the end of the comment period, and was able to consider all of them.
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122 Bill Mitchel

Motorized Trail 31E301 (Green Lake overlook) should be 
analyzed in TAP, because it is really a road. Conditions have 
changed and a new analysis and recommendation is 
warranted. There should be a new closure point and the rest 
of the trail should be hand chunked and revegetated.

Which roads to 
analyze

The TAP only analyzed roads on the National Forest Transportation System (NFTS), as recommended by the Travel 
Analysis Process Guidebook (USDA Forest Service, 2012). Changes to motorized trails can be addressed through a 
different planning process.

123

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

We hope you will use the data that Friends of the Inyo 
Collected during the 2014 reporting year, about roads that 
are on the system but are non-existing. We hope you will 
take the extra step to remove these routes from the system 
with a Categorical Exclusion.

Supports reducing 
road system.

All information provided to the Forest, collected by any party, received by July 2015 was reviewed for the TAP. All 
information about roads that are non-existing was double-checked by the Forest Service IDT, field going OHV 
technicians, or other recreation-related employees. Removing the routes from the system is not part of the TAR, 
which only makes recommendations. Any future removal of roads from the system will occur following the 
appropriate process under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).

124

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

One way to balance the road budget would be to allocate a 
small percentage of timber and fire  budget to road 
maintenance, because these projects and activities directly 
impact the road system and benefit from the road system.

Inadequate 
economic analysis

An in-depth discussion of the Inyo National Forest budget and possible ways to move money around internally to 
pay for roads was not included in the TAR, because it is beyond the scope of identifying risks, benefits, potential 
changes to the road system, and priorities for those changes. However, the Forest does use some money from 
other programs, including the timber program, to perform a small amount of road maintenance. A shortfall of over 
$360,000 would be difficult to make up using small percentages of other budgets. 

125

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

Appropriated money should also include money for 
monitoring, not just maintaining high level roads.

Inadequate 
economic analysis

Appropriated money does include money for monitoring, and it is included in the Forest's calculation of costs for 
road maintenance in the economic calculator in Appendix B.

126

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

Many level 3 and 4 roads are maintained by the County. The 
County does not maintain for resource protection or 
beneficial use. For example, the County grading of road 
which creates high berms, which then block access to 
dispersed camping sites on USFS land. We support the idea 
of n MOU or management plan between the Counties and 
the Forest Service.

Other party 
maintenance 
concerns

The recommendation that the Forest Service and Counties enter into some sort of legal agreement for road 
maintenance was brought forward into the final TAR.

127

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

We believe that the TAR needs to analyze all roads, and not 
remove those from 2003 and 2009.

Which roads to 
analyze See response to comment #45

128

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

The TAR needs to look at the larger picture of the route 
system in its entirety, which means considering road density 
and redundancy in risk/benefit calculations.

Which roads to 
analyze See responses to comments #45 and #53.

129

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

The TAR should incorporate Critical Aquatic Refuges into the 
risk analysis.

Risk Factor 
Comment See response to comment #56.
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130

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

Roads with proximity to inventoried cultural sites with 
documented vandalism and looting should be considered 
high risk (-2).

Risk Factor 
Comment See response to comment #58.

131

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

There are Level 2 roads that now receive high levels of use 
due to being marked on the ground and advertised via the 
free CTUC maps. These routes now have 2-4 foot high 
whoops, banked curves and other terrain. Given their 
increased use, they will require a dramatic increase in 
maintenance spending to ensure their continued use.

Inadequate 
economic analysis

The Forest may consider change maintenance levels on these roads in the future, based on ground surveys, if 
conditions warrant. It is possible that advertised roads will receive use that was previously more spread out, then 
although the advertised roads will receive more use and need more maintenance, other roads may not receive any 
use and may become unneeded, therefore reducing the road system and maintenance costs on those roads.

132

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

Roads that access areas of frequent trespass should be 
considered high risk (-2)

Risk Factor 
Comment See response to comment #59.

133

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

There should be an assessment of the feasibility of 
successful maintaining closures on roads that are 
determined to be "likely not needed". Some routes simply 
cannot be successful closed due to their location and the 
use they receive.

Opportunity 
Comment

The Forest considered level of use, as well as connectivity with other roads, when determining benefits for 
individual roads. The Forest attempted to recommend roads that receive high use as 'likely needed for future use'.

134

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

To ease future public commenting on the Roads issue across 
the Forest, the Forest should maintain the "focus area" 
concept and delineations that were developed during Travel 
Management. Lacking a common nomenclature to break up 
the Forest, processes like this can be overly daunting and 
incomprehensible.

Inadequate Public 
Outreach

While the Forest staff understand that public comment takes much time and thought, especially on a Forest-wide 
scale, the TAP process is intended to be carried out on a Forest-wide scale (TAP guidebook, 2012, pg. 5). Any 
proposals using information from the TAP will be on a smaller, project scale.

135

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

09S110B - This route accesses a campsite and vistas of 
Sierras, Whites and Owens Valley, and provide access to 
hiking. There is some trespass and motorcycle tracks. We 
recommend this route as needed.

Specific road 
benefits 09S110B Added + 2 for dispersed recreation for camping and hunting.

136

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

08S40E - Road looked near level 3 condition and well 
travelled. Green gate was closed on 4/29/15

Specific road 
benefits 08S40E Added +1 for dispersed recreation benefit due to hunting. Letter said "08540E", but it seems they meant 08S40E.

137

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club 04S01A - not listed on grid

Specific road 
comment 04S01A Not analyzed in TAP. Was analyzed in RAP and no changes.
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138

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

08S40G - Route is unsigned and we were unsure if we were 
on the correct routes. Photos shows road that is used.

Specific road 
comment 08S40G No changes made. No benefit given in comment or other information that would change recommendation. 

139

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

04S01Q - steep and short route, has views, looks well 
travelled.

Specific road 
benefits 04S01Q Added a dispersed recreation benefit of +1 due to good views.

140

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

04S01R - Road is little used, peters out to be 
undistinguishable. No campsite or fire rings. First 0.1 mile on 
steep slope with erosion risk. Recommend not needed

Specific road risk - 
road non existent 04S01R

No changes made. The road was already recommended as "not needed" in the Draft TAR, and no new information 
here to alter recommendation.

141

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club 06S02P - Could not locate route - non existent?

Specific road 
comment 06S02P Made no changes. No information given that would change the "not needed" recommendation from the draft. 

142

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club 06S02K - Accesses campsite and power line

Specific road 
benefit 06S02K Not re-analyzed in TAP, so no changes made and it is  recommended as 'likely needed for future use'.

143

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

06S02J - Goes to nice campsite, also has scientific collection 
station. Recommend needed.

Specific road 
benefit 06S02J Not re-analyzed in TAP, so no changes made and it is  recommended as 'likely needed for future use'.

144

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

06S02H - next to power line, goes to a pullout, well used but 
not 0.1 miles long.

Specific road 
benefit 06S02H

Gave +2 benefit for SUP access, because it accesses power lines and is necessary for their maintenance. The road 
only provides that benefit for about 150 feet. The rest is likely not needed.

145

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

06S02G - crosses riparian and creek to access Silver Canyon. 
Ends quickly, high risk to riparian. Recommend not needed. Specific road risk   06S02G

No change made for final. Was already recommended as "not needed" in the Draft TAR, and we did not receive any 
information to change that recommendation.

146

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

Impacts to desert bighorn sheep need to be considered 
along Silver Canyon Road. Specific area risk

Silver 
Canyon 
area

No changes made. Desert bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis nelsoni ), the species present in Silver Canyon, were not 
considered as a species susceptible to site disturbance from roads (Appendix C, pg. C-17), since they seem to have 
become habituated to human use and the road. The main threat to that species is disease from domestic 
ungulates, and roads do not contribute to that threat.

147

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

07S131 - Some light use on the road, but no major 
campsites, trails, spur roads. Secluded and quiet, no 
evidence of trespass, good shape. Recommend likely needed

Specific area 
benefit 07S131 Added +2 for dispersed recreation due to access to mining and hunting. 

147

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

07S01 and 07S01A - Currently used and pose little risk. 
Recommended likely needed.

Specific road 
benefits

07S01 and 
07S01A

07S01 was not analyzed in TAP. Major loop and is definitely needed. Not added to TAP because no new 
information. 07S01A -  leads to a turnaround and dispersed campsite. Added +1 for dispersed camping access.
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148

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

07S104 - Currently used and poses little risk. Recommend 
likely needed

Specific road 
benefits 07S104

Recommended as 'not needed' in Draft TAP. Added +1 for dispersed recreation benefit because it provides 
connector between motorized trails and other roads. This road had been rated "Red", showing signs of damage 
with potential resource impacts, however, so likely needs some sort of maintenance. The Forest currently uses this 
monitoring/rating system to prioritize maintenance activities.

148

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

07S13A - People are riding this road. There is an old, small 
mine up here. Unclear where the official road ends, 
resulting in braided use roads continuing through the Forest. 
Recommend likely not needed. Route poses trespass risk. Specific road risk 07S13A Added +1 for dispersed recreation benefit due to access to old mine site. 

149

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

07S13B - Consider downgrading to a motorized trail. Can't 
get a truck through difficult tight canyon. Has spur roads off 
it to bypass tight canyon section. Poor condition.

Specific road 
comment 07S13B

Change to "clearly exists - moderately low use". Southern end of loop can hardly be noticed, but northern end is 
more obvious. Did not add any benefit, since no public comments mentioned any particular benefit. 

149

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

07S109 and 07S109A - has a loose unstable section and 
leads to a creek crossing that goes to Starlight. The routes 
do not actually access any destinations and receive little use. 
Recommend likely not needed. Specific road risks 07S109A Already recommended as "not needed" in TAP. Do not change anything. See response to #117 and #94.

150

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

01S17G - Access to stunning vista and superb campsite. 
Recommend as likely needed.

Specific road 
benefit 01S17G Add +2 benefit for dispersed recreation because it accesses a dispersed campsite and provides a good view.

150

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

08S101, 08S101D, and 08S101E - These routes receive heavy 
use and access a popular bouldering area. Recommend likely 
needed

Specific road 
benefits

08S101, 
08S101D, 
08S101E

All recommended as "not needed". Added +2 for dispersed recreation for 08S101 for bouldering and fishing. Added 
+1 for dispersed recreation for 08S101D for bouldering. 08S101E - Added +1 for bouldering.

151

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

07S01T - this route is not signed and has no signs of recent 
use. Recommend likely not needed. Road not needed 07S01T Already recommended as "not needed" in TAP. No changes made

151

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

01S17S - This route doesn't exist on the ground. 
Recommend not needed.

Specific road risk - 
road non existent 01S17S Already listed as non-existent and not needed. This is good verification.

152

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

07S01V - This route may have already been closed in 2009 
TM decision. A previous closure has been circumvented. 
Recommend likely not needed. Road not needed 07S01V

Not analyzed in TAP, and this information did not cause use to add it to the analysis for the final TAR. Listed as open 
to all vehicles in Infra. 

152

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

01S96 - listed as likely needed. Why? It is completely 
overgrown. Also with adjacent route, 01S93, as "not 
needed", it would create a dead end route problem.

Specific road risk - 
road non existent 01S96

It was reported as non-existent, but our review said existent. Visible in photo and air photos, but very low use. Has 
many logs over road and currently would be very difficult to drive. Changed to "very low use".

153

Jora Fogg 
and Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

01S24 - This route has been closed for decades and last 
summer an ACE crew and Forest staff spent over 3 days 
restoring the route. This appears to be a data error, and it 
should be removed from Infra as a designated route.

Road already taken 
off system 01S24

Removed the benefits for fire/fuels, minerals, and special use permit. The mine has not been used for over 10 years 
and the road is no longer needed to access it. The road WAS restored in 2014 and is no longer a road in the NFTS.  
Data corrected.
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153

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

07S113, 07S116A, 07S117 - These roads are very close to 
the motorcycle pit off of South Barlow, and would be very 
difficult to manage if closed therefore we recommend these 
routes as 'likely needed'

Specific road 
benefits

07S113, 
07S116A, 
07S117

07S113 was not analyzed in TAP. 07S116A and 07S117 were recommended as "likely not needed". Add +1 for 
dispersed recreation benefit because they provide access to staging area.

154

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

09S21S - No evident of recent use. Route may have been the 
old road to the power line, however a new road to the east 
now services the power line. Recommend likely not needed. Road not needed 09S21S No changes made. 09S21S already recommended as "not needed"

154

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

03S05T - Superfluous route to a camp area in an area with a 
plethora of dispersed camp site. Recommend not needed. Road not needed 03S05T Already recommended as "not needed" in draft TAR. Did not make any changes.

155

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

10S101A - Road recently closed, though nothing of concern 
in the entire area. Recommend likely not needed. Road not needed 10S101A No changes made. In TAP, already recommended as "not needed". 

155

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

03S60A - First 0.1 miles is used. After that, little to no use.  
Recommend not needed. Road not needed 03S60A

No changes made. Air photos show that the commenter is correct, that road only exists for first 0.1 mile, and then 
does not appear to be used. The first 0.1 mile accesses an unauthorized route. Because draft TAR already 
recommended that the road was "not needed", the Forest made no changes.

156

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

08S105A - A spur that parallels the main road. The route 
looks like it may have gone to a mining claim or cabin at one 
time. Recommend likely not needed. Road not needed 08S105A

No changes made. Already recommended as "not needed" in TAP. Spur doesn't actually parallel the main route, so 
uncertain if referencing same road.

156

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

03S60C - Well used route with nice views. Recommend 
needed.

Specific road 
benefit. 03S60C

Added +1 for dispersed recreation because the route has nice views (a diversity of driving experience) and is well 
used.

157

Jora Fogg 
and Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club 08S105B - Road ends and a campsite.

Recommend likely 
not needed 08S105B No changes made. Already recommended as "not needed" in TAP.

157

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

03S41A - Accesses a RAWS data collection site. Route 
appears to be little used otherwise. One section of the route 
goes through substantial obsidian site with worked pieces. 
Recommend likely needed.

Specific road 
benefit 03S41A Added +2 benefit for Special Use Permit access, for RAWS site access.

158

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

03S43B - Unnecessary spur route climbs hill. Recommend 
not needed. Road not needed 03S43B

No changes made to ratings. Already recommended not needed and no new information provided to change 
ratings.

158

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

17S01 - information about the road. Accesses corral, past 
corral it narrows and becomes less used.

Specific road 
comment 17S01 No changes made. Cottonwood Creek Road. Major road. Unsure if they're looking at the same road.

159

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

17S01A - No vehicle tracks and vegetation was filling the 
center of the route. It is only 0.1 mile long with no camping 
site or fishing location - a dead end. Road not needed 17S01A No changes made. Already recommended as "not needed" in TAP.
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159

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

03S146 (south spur) - Route goes through prime sage grouse 
habitat. Route turns and borders fence. If fence is not active 
or needed, this route may not be necessary. Specific road risk 03S146

The Forest added a +1 for dispersed recreation for this route, because it is a connecting loop between non-TAP 
roads. Also gave it +1 for grazing. The information provided by the commenter does not seem to match with the 
map, which shows this road connecting non-TAP roads.

160

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

03S146A - Unsigned route that goes to top of knob with 
pines and ends. Recommend not needed. Road not needed 03S146A No changes made. Already recommended as "not needed" in draft TAR, and no new information here.

160

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

19S01A - Dead end. Beehives at the end of the road. No sign 
of damage

Specific road 
benefits 19S01A Added +2 for SUP for beehives. Major road. Recommended as "needed" in final.

161

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

03S146B - No tracks at end and leads to nowhere. 
Recommend not needed. Road not needed 03S146B No changes made. Already recommended as "not needed" in draft TAR, and no new information here.

161

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

19S01B - Dead ends at campsite. Restoration work in the 
past with brush and rock to cover where vehicles had been 
cutting the route. Quads were present.

Specific road 
benefits 19S01B

Added +1 for dispersed recreation due to campsite. Currently listed as a County road, which seems highly unlikely 
as it is a very small road. Recommended as "needed" in final.

162
Mike 
Johnston

Eastern Sierra 4 
Wheel Drive Club

The criteria in the TAP were not inclusive of all the 
recreational activities of significant benefit to INF users: 
enjoying scenic views, opportunities to observe wildlife, 
hunting, fishing, photography, or the simple enjoyment of 
solitude in a natural setting. Expand the TAP criteria to 
include a more comprehensive list of recreational benefits.

Benefit Factor 
Comment

The Forest included all dispersed recreation benefits for which there are differences between roads. Opportunities 
such as enjoying scenic views, photography, observing wildlife, and enjoying solitude in a natural setting are the 
same for so many roads on the Forest that it would not differentiate between roads. Road were given a dispersed 
recreation benefit of +1 if we received any comments or had information that a road was used for hunting more 
than the general forest. Also see the response to #28 and 51.

162

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

03S146 (north spur) - this route doesn't go anywhere except 
to connect to 03S145 which ends at 03S146 south, which is 
recommended as "not needed". Recommend this segment is 
also not needed. Road not needed 03S146

The Forest added a +1 for dispersed recreation for this route, because it is a connecting loop between non-TAP 
roads. Also gave it +1 for grazing. The information provided by the commenter does not seem to match with the 
map, which shows this road connecting non-TAP roads.

163
Mike 
Johnston

Eastern Sierra 4 
Wheel Drive Club

The relative weighing system for benefits is 
disproportionally small versus that for risks. 34% of the level 
2 roads that the TAR claims are not needed actually provide 
protection from wildfires according to the benefit ratings. 
Dispersed recreation is one of the major benefits of level 2 
roads but 84% of the level 2 roads have ZERO benefit in that 
category. Revise the TAP to weight risks and benefits more 
commensurate with their relative value to actual INF users. 
Include a member on the evaluation team that is familiar 
with and an actual user of "dispersed recreation".

Benefit Factor 
Comment

The "fire and fuels" rating does not pertain solely to wildfire protection. Roads that received a 1 rating are likely not 
needed at all for fire suppression. They simply facilitate fuels treatment, which helps prevent wildfires from 
occurring, but the roads are too small to be used for suppression activities in the event of a large, fast moving 
wildfire. Also, see response to comment #28.
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163

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

03S146C - goes to a pull out with foot access to hot creek. 
Another route west of the fence line doesn't go anywhere, 
and they are about 50 feet apart. One of these 2 routes 
should be recommended as not needed. Road not needed 03S146C

03S146C is not analyzed in the TAP, because the Forest has received no new information about the road since it 
was added to the National Forest Transportation System in 2009.  The commenter did not provide new information 
about road risks, benefits, or problems that would affect the road's status. The road adjacent to it has no number 
and is not on the system, and therefore was also not analyzed in TAP. 

164
Mike 
Johnston

Eastern Sierra 4 
Wheel Drive Club

There were no provisions to evaluate the quality of the data 
used in the TAP. Include an indicator to the numerical values 
used in the TAR that represent the actual quality of the data 
(e.g. statistical error bars) Data quality

The limitations and unknowns in the data are described throughout the Final TAR. The data used was not collected 
as part of a statistical analysis, nor is it intended to be used for statistical analysis, and therefore, statistical error 
graphs cannot be used to help understand the quality of the data.

164

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

03S07H - Rough 2 track that connects 03S07 to 03S60. 
Bottom of steep section has  dismantled closure with 
motorcycle use. Recommend not needed. Road not needed 03S07H No changes made. Already recommended as "not needed" in draft TAR, and no new information here.

165
Mike 
Johnston

Eastern Sierra 4 
Wheel Drive Club

Members of the Eastern Sierra 4x4 Club examined about 
10% of the level 2 road segments listed as "Do not exist". Of 
the 31 examined, 24 of them did, in fact, "exist" - an error 
rate of 77%! If the data on something as simple as this has a 
75% error rate, the rest of the data is highly suspect. Our 
primary concern is that decision will be made to close some 
or all of the level 2 roads in matrix categories 3, 6 and 9, 
based on inaccurate data, and without input from the actual 
users. Inaccurate data

As explained in the final TAR, Chapter 1, section titled, "Changes made in response to public comments", Forest 
staff reviewed all comments submitted by the public about road level of use, and also reviewed all roads that were 
listed as "does not exist" or "unsure if exists" in the draft TAR.Reviews included some field review on about 50 
roads, review of existing photographs, and incorporation of on-the-ground knowledge. Further, the Forest revised 
the definition of a road that "does not exist", because the term was a poor description of such roads in many cases. 
In the final TAR, the term used is "very low use" roads, and all roads known to have "very low use" are 
recommended as "likely not needed for future use" in the final TAR. The definition of "very low use" roads is if the 
road has vegetation growing in its wheel tracks over the majority of the road segment, or in forested areas with 
little undergrowth, are covered with thick duff with no bare soil showing through. The intent is to capture low value 
roads that receive little to no use.

165

Jora Fogg 
and Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club 03S07J - Could not be located.

Road does not 
exist. 03S07J

Already listed as non existing in the TAP database. Confirms that it doesn't exist. Forest Service staff re-checked, 
using photographs, and confirmed that the road is 'overgrown and unused'. 

166

Jora Fogg 
and Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club 03S141C - Could not be located

Road does not 
exist. 03S141C

Already listed as non existing in the TAP database. However, the southernmost segment of the road DOES exist and 
receives use, to provide access to non-TAP road #03S141D. The rest of the road does not appear to receive much, if 
any, use, and eventually becomes impossible to find on air photos.

167

Ingrid and 
Bruce 
Enyeart

Please consider maintaining those trails as needed, but 
please leave the others open. Just because a trail has 
entered into a state of disrepair doesn't mean that it is no 
use to those of us who 4-wheel drive. That's when I like 
them. I don't see the requirement to close those trails that 
you can't maintain. Do not close roads See response to comment #75.

167

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

04S06D - Gets used to second switchback. Above that, no 
places to turn around and a boulder in the road. Past here, 
road would be hard to maintain with a high amount of 
erosion potential and risk. Recommend likely not needed. Specific road risks 04S06D

No changes made. The road was already recommended as "not needed" in the Draft TAR, and no new information 
here to alter recommendation.
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168

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

04S50, 04S51, 04S49 - These may be old mining roads, but 
there are no campsites or anything of real interest. 
Recommend not needed or convert to motorized trails. Road not needed

04S50, 
04S51, 
04S49

These are already recommended as "likely not needed" in the draft TAR. No changes made because no new 
information that would affect any criteria.

168 Jerry Gabriel

I provided information about access to guzzlers in the 2009 
Travel Management Process, and much of my input was 
ignored.

Specific road 
benefits Information about guzzlers was incorporated into the TAP. 

169

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

04S105 - Accesses a cattle trough and leads up to a lookout 
above Tobacco Flat Road. Seems to be a destination for 
hunters. Recommend likely needed

Specific road 
benefits 04S105

Added +1 benefit for dispersed recreation for the dispersed campground and a lookout. Added +1 benefit for 
grazing.

169 Jerry Gabriel

The basic assumptions, inventory and definitions seem to be 
severely flawed. Let me give just one small example: a road 
in Silver Canyon is listed as "does not exist". The first 200 
feet serve a power line. A more correct designation would 
be "exists, maintained by others"

Specific road 
benefits. Road does 
exist.

Known inaccuracies in the draft TAR were corrected in the final. The road referred to in this comment was given 
benefits for special use permit access, and taken off the list of roads that do not exist, because public comment and 
Forest staff review found that the road was clearly visible and used, and the first part does access a power line.

170 Jerry Gabriel

I hope you will understand that many of us are very 
concerned about the management of our forest and are 
very willing to provide input and volunteer services, but we 
become discouraged when it appears that the USFS staff are 
not doing their part.

Inadequate Public 
Outreach

Forest staff have spoken extensively with members of the local motorized community, as well as other interested 
parties, since release of the Draft TAR, in response to their questions and requests for information and clarification.

170

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

04S120K - Could not locate road from below. Locked from 
above. Mountain bike or dirt bike trail here.  Recommend 
likely not needed Road not needed 04S120K

Already shown as Not needed in TAP. The NW portion of the loop does exist and is wide, suggesting that it gets use. 
Change "existing" to "portion of road does not exist".

171

Jora Fogg 
and Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

The Buttermilk/Starlight area is almost totally unmanaged 
for recreation and is a complicated matrix of land 
ownerships. This is a motorized play area where any "likely 
not needed routes" will be highly controversial.

Opportunity 
Comment

The Forest received multiple comments about road benefits in the Buttermilk area. The final TAR has added 
benefits and therefore fewer roads recommended as 'likely not needed for future use'. In the final TAR, there are 
11 roads or short road spurs, for a total of about 2.5 miles recommended as 'likely not needed'. 

171 Pam Nelson

I support managing the road system by using closures and 
rerouting depending on the budget, sustainability and 
maintenance issues. Only roads that are stable, easily 
patrolled and can be maintained with ease should be open.

Supports reducing 
road system.

The TAP does not close any roads, but makes recommendations that will be reviewed before any changes to the 
road system are made. The TAP attempts to balance needs for access, resource protection, and economic 
sustainability.
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172 Pam Nelson

FS roads should only be open if they are easily maintained 
and are included in the budget. Monitoring the use and 
abuse should be part of the budget. 

Inadequate 
economic analysis

Appropriated money does include money for monitoring, and it is included in the Forest's calculation of costs for 
road maintenance in the economic calculator in Appendix B. As pointed out in Chapter 2, "Available budget…" 
section, "Most of the calculated costs for annual maintenance are for paved roads, which cost about $9,000 
annually, per mile, to maintain to standard. Therefore, although they make up less than 7% of the road system, 
they account for over 60% of the estimated annual maintenance costs, and that cost alone ($548,000) is more than 
the Forest’s estimated budget for road maintenance. The Forest needs far more roads than only the 67 miles of 
paved roads for administration, utilization, and protection of National Forest System land, yet does not receive 
enough money to maintain even its 67 miles of paved roads to standard. Therefore, the Forest cannot recommend 
that the minimum road system includes only those roads that can be maintained using existing road maintenance 
budgets.

172

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

07S04D - tiny spur which goes nowhere. Recommend likely 
not needed. Road not needed 07S04D Already listed as "not needed" in TAP. No changes made.

173

Jora Fogg, 
Francess 
Hunt

Friends of the 
Inyo and Sierra 
Club

07S106 - Route is steep and loose. Redundant due to 
parallel roads. Recommend as likely not needed. Road not needed 07S106

Already listed as "not needed" in TAP. Looks like there is a campsite or some sort of parking area or turnaround in 
the middle.  No changes made.

173 Pam Nelson

The health of the forest should be the first concern of the 
FS. Recreation using motor vehicles should be considered 
only where access to trailheads, campgrounds and fishing 
spots are needed. Touring at low speeds on well-maintained 
roads is another suitable use.

Supports reducing 
road system.

The TAP attempts to balance needs for access, resource protection, and economic sustainability. Access to 
trailheads, campgrounds, and fishing spots, as well as driving for pleasure, were all considered as benefits for 
dispersed and developed recreation on roads in the TAP, along with many other activities. Forest health and 
fire/fuel management were separate benefits considered when determining whether to recommend a road as 
likely needed or not needed for future use.

174

Steve 
Toomey 
(phone call)

Road 06S03B has a benefit for dispersed recreation because 
it accesses a neat old mine site. Road 06S03D is off camber 
and does not access anything. Little value and is not needed.

Specific road 
benefits

06S03B, 
06S03D

06S03B and 06S03D were both shown as "not needed" in Draft TAR. 06S03B - Added +1 for dispersed recreation for 
the access to a mine site. 06S03D - No changes because no new information given.

175
Bill Helmer 
(phone call)

Big Pine Paiute 
Tribe of Owens 
Valley

All roads that access pinyon groves provide potential access 
to tribal members for gathering, particularly at Harkless Flat, 
Papoose Flat, Pinyon Creek, and spur roads from Onion 
Valley Road.

Benefit Factor 
Comment Roads that are the main or sole access to pinyon stands were given a +1 for tribal benefits in the Final TAR.

176
James 
Yannotta LADWP

LADWP is concerned that closing INF roads could result in 
increased recreation and impacts to natural resources and 
mitigation projects on City lands. 

Risk Factor 
Comment

This TAR only makes recommendations, and does not propose or implement any road closures.  Displacement of 
use and impacts to adjacent lands could be considered in  planning efforts if closures are proposed in the future.  
The total number of roads recommended as not needed are about 11% of the total roads on the Forest, and about 
9% of the total roads and motorized trails combined.  It also does not discuss roads on other Agency lands, such as 
BLM lands. For the above reasons, the effect on displacement of use and impacts to City lands would likely be very 
limited.

177
James 
Yannotta LADWP

LADWP needs access to monitoring locations required for 
mitigation (such as Mono Lake)

Benefit Factor 
Comment

In the final TAR, the sites that LADWP provided the Forest were given a +2 benefit for Special Use Permit (SUP) 
access. The final TAP includes added benefit ratings to roads identified by LADWP as necessary to access sites 
important to their function. The TAR does not close any roads. However, if roads are closed to public use in the 
future, LADWP can always request permitted access.
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178
James 
Yannotta LADWP

LADWP suggests that water gathering and providing that 
water to the citizens of Los Angeles should be considered as 
a benefit in the commodity category, as it is not currently 
addressed in the TAR.

Benefit Factor 
Comment

Roads that provide access to monitoring stations and other sites used by LADWP for obtaining water were given a 
benefit for special uses. However, the Forest does not know where all these sites are and was only able to give 
benefits to roads accessing sites for which location information was provided by LADWP.

180

Ron Schiller 
(oral - public 
meeting)

Roads  06S01H, 06S01J, 06S104A, 06S104C, 06S104B – 
cluster of roads at east end of Wyman Canyon shows as 
“not needed”-access mine sites and hunting area. when 
there is snow, this is one of the only accessible areas on east 
side of Whites and many roads and campsites help spread 
out hunters.

Benefit Factor 
Comment

06S01H, 
06S01J, 
06S104A, 
06S104C, 
06S104B

Added +1 for 06S01H for dispersed recreation because it is a well-used connector loop that would be difficult to 
close. 06S104A - No changes made. It is a dry wash and FS staff have labeled it as non-existent - photos show that 
the road is overgrown and unused. Shrubs up to 2 feet tall.  06S01J - No changes made. Still called "does not exist" . 
It is a dry wash and although it appears to get some use, photos show shrubs growing and it was labeled as 
overgrown  by FS staff. 06S104C - Added +2 for dispersed recreation because it provides access to an area that does 
not have other road access, and 2 commenters said it was important for hunting access. 06S104B - Added +2 for 
dispersed recreation because it provides access for hunting, and at the end is a large dispersed campsite.

189 Bill Mitchel -
Trail 31E301 - How will damage to motorized trails be 
addressed?

Which roads to 
analyze

Trail 
31E301

Motorized trails are not considered in TAP, per direction in the Travel Analysis Handbooks, and can be addressed in 
other processes.

190

Pat Woods - 
pubic 
meeting -

Road 01S04M is the only road accessing a great wood 
collecting area

Benefit factor 
comment 01S04M

No changes made. Road is overgrown. Woodcutters are allowed to drive off-road under terms of the permit, to 
collect wood, so whether road is on the system or not does not affect wood procurement.

191

Pat Woods - 
Public 
meeting -

Road 01S04L actually connects through to road 02S52. It 
accesses good woodcutting .

Benefit factor 
comment 01S04L

No changes made. Road receives low use, which indicates it may not be needed. Woodcutters are allowed to drive 
off-road under terms of the permit, to collect wood, so whether road is on the system or not does not affect wood 
procurement.

193
Mike 
Johnston

Eastern Sierra 
4WD club

How can you claim a road is "not needed" if it provides the 
only access to a road that is "needed"? Implementation of 
recommendations would cut of access to about 65 roads 
added in the 2009 TM decision. You said you would not redo 
TM, but that is obviously not true.

Benefit Factor 
Comment

Forest staff reviewed all roads that were recommended as "likely not needed" in the Draft TAR that would cut off 
access to a road not re-analyzed in this TAP, or roads that were recommended as "likely needed" in the TAP. In 
most cases, the Forest changed the recommendation for these roads to "needed", except where the non-TAP road 
was a very low use road . In that case, the non-TAP road was added as a fully analyzed road in TAP and listed as 
"very low use" and "likely not needed".

194
Mike 
Johnston

Eastern Sierra 
4WD club

We should only look at roads 0.5 miles or longer. The short 
roads would cost too much to close and they are good for 
turnarounds, passing, picnics, car repairs, camping, etc. The 
short roads have minimal maintenance costs.

Which roads to 
analyze

As required by the 2005 Travel Management Rule and in the Travel Analysis Process Guidebook (USDA Forest 
Service 2012), all roads on the National Forest Transportation System need to be analyzed for future need.

196
Mike 
Johnston

Eastern Sierra 
4WD club

For designating "not needed" roads, we should only look at 
roads with a risk rating. These are the ones that can damage 
the forest. 

Opportunity 
Comment See response to comment #55.

197
Mike 
Johnston

Eastern Sierra 
4WD club

According to the TAR, 1313 roads have no benefit for 
dispersed recreation. The largest user groups, OHVs and 
hunters, make up approximately 98% of the users 
(estimate). Of the 1564 roads, only 40 get a maximum 
benefit rating of 2 in this category. I need to know exactly 
how the Forest Service did their science based 
determination of this.

Benefit Factor 
Comment See response to comment #28.
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198
Mike 
Johnston

Eastern Sierra 
4WD club

The number one priority should be the 111 road segments 
are  in the high risk categories. I recommend that a team be 
put together to re-examine the benefits of these roads. 
Those that benefit should participate in the mitigation and 
maintenance of high risk roads. These are likely the highest 
cost roads to maintain and do the most damage.

Process should be 
changed

Risk is used to identify the priority of addressing road issues, and the roads in the high risk categories will therefore 
be a priority to address in future planning actions, regardless of their benefits.

199
Mike 
Johnston

Eastern Sierra 
4WD club

Saying a road is "not drivable" doesn't make any sense. 
Almost all roads are drivable with good 4WD vehicles.

Confusing 
document

The Draft TAR used the term "does not exist" or "not drivable" to describe roads that receive little to no obvious 
use. In the Final TAR, the term "very low use" will be used. This is used to describe roads that show little to no use. 
They are defined as roads with vegetation growing in wheel tracks over much of the route, or covered with duff 
with no visible tire tracks. While the Forest acknowledges that these roads are usually visible on the ground, and 
some may be used a few times per year, they receive very low use compared to roads with no vegetation growing 
on them, or with vegetation only growing between the tracks. These roads remain as "likely not needed". The 
Forest verified all these roads, as possible, using photographs taken by Forest Service staff, air photos, or field 
visits, as well as using information provided by the public. Therefore, the list of roads described as "very low use" in 
the Final TAR are more accurate than those listed as "does not exist" in the draft.

200 Jora Fogg   
Friends of the 
Inyo   

Roads in Harkless Flat should be kept open if possible. A lot 
of roads have been closed already, and people are unhappy 
about it. The only two I felt should be considered for closure 
are 09S13A and 09S13C because they've been closed higher 
up and closing lower down would help reduce trespassing.

Harkless Flat area - 
roads should not 
be closed

09S13A, 
09S13C See response to #202 and #204

201 Jora Fogg
Friends of the 
Inyo

Most of the roads called "not needed" in the TAR in the 
Harkless Flat area don't pose a huge threat.

Harkless Flat area - 
roads should not 
be closed See response to #202 and #204

202 Jora Fogg
Friends of the 
Inyo

09S13A - We camped up this road, the camping wasn't that 
great. People put a lot of effort to disguise the barrier at the 
end of the road, and mark a new trespass route around it.

Benefit Factor 
Comment 09S13A 

Added another +1 (total of +2) for dispersed recreation due to camp site. Is leading to trespass so may need some 
maintenance. 

203 Jora Fogg
Friends of the 
Inyo

09S13B - does not appear to have trespassing issues. 
Needed.

Benefit Factor 
Comment 09S13B Added +1 for dispersed recreation for campsite.

204 Jora Fogg
Friends of the 
Inyo

09S13C - It is a nice drive, and you could park and easily 
walk up to the ridge. There may be a nice little campsite. 
There are issues with people trespassing on old spur and 
connecting roads.

Benefit Factor 
Comment 09S13C Added another +1 (for a total of +2) for dispersed recreation for camping and hiking

205 Jora Fogg
Friends of the 
Inyo

09S13G - Accesses a mine that is cool to go up and look at. I 
did not see any major erosion or off trail usage.

Benefit Factor 
Comment 09S13G Added +2 for dispersed recreation for camping and old mine access.
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206 Jora Fogg
Friends of the 
Inyo

09S13K - Road runs up a nice little valley. There is some 
trespass and the old road above the barrier at the end of the 
road is clearly evident.

Benefit Factor 
Comment 09S13K Added +2 for dispersed recreation for unique setting.

207 Jora Fogg
Friends of the 
Inyo

10S107B - Reads to an old mine site and mouth of canyon. 
Cool road.

Benefit Factor 
Comment 10S107B Added +2  for dispersed recreation for access to old mine site and mouth of canyon.

208 Jora Fogg
Friends of the 
Inyo

10S107C - Confusing. There is a point with several barriers 
and a road leading around them. I could not figure out if it 
was a legal or illegal road leading around the barriers.

Confusing road 
system in Harkless 
Flat 10S107C Did not make any changes.

209
James 
Yannotta LADWP

01N54A-D - Access for mandated monitoring around Mono 
Lake, hydrographic Measuring Station

Benefit Factor 
Comment

01N54A, 
01N54B, 
01N54C, 
01N54D

A and B were called "not needed" in draft. C and D were not re-analyzed in TAP. Add +2 for Special Use Permit 
access to A and B.

210
James 
Yannotta LADWP

03N06 - Access for mandated monitoring around Mono 
Lake, hydrographic Measuring Station

Benefit Factor 
Comment 03N06 Already called "needed" in Draft TAR. Added +2 benefit for Special Use Permit access.

211
James 
Yannotta LADWP

02N19 - Access for mandated monitoring around Mono 
Lake, hydrographic Measuring Station

Benefit Factor 
Comment 02N19 Already called "needed" in Draft TAR. Add +2 benefit for special use permit access.

212
James 
Yannotta LADWP

02N43 - Access for mandated monitoring around Mono 
Lake, hydrographic Measuring Station

Benefit Factor 
Comment 02N43 Added +2 benefit for Special Use Permit access.

213
James 
Yannotta LADWP

02N101, 01N44B, 01N56, 01N16A- Access to hydrographic 
measuring station

Benefit Factor 
Comment

02N101, 
01N44B, 
01N56, 
01N16A Already called "needed" in Draft TAR. Added +2 for Special use Permit access for all.

214
James 
Yannotta LADWP 02N102 - Access to hydrographic measuring station

Benefit Factor 
Comment 02N102 Added +2 benefit for Special Use Permit access.

215
James 
Yannotta LADWP

01N17 - Access to Lee Vining conduit between Walker Creek 
and Parker Creek

Benefit Factor 
Comment 01N17 Already called "needed" in Draft TAR, no changes made.

216
James 
Yannotta LADWP

01S29 - Access to Grant Lake Dam, Mono Gate One return 
ditch

Benefit Factor 
Comment 01S29 Already called "needed" in Draft TAR. Added +2 for Special use Permit access.

217
James 
Yannotta LADWP 01S62, 01S52, 01S53, 01S54 - Access to West Portal

Benefit Factor 
Comment

1S62, 
01S52, 
01S53, 
01S54 Already called "needed" in Draft TAR. Added +2 benefit for special use permit access.

218
James 
Yannotta LADWP 01S46 A-C, 01S37 A-D - Access to West Portal

Benefit Factor 
Comment

01S46 A-
C, 01S37 A-
D

01S56 A & C - not analyzed in TAP. Others were recommended as "not needed". We added +2 benefit for Special 
Use Permit access. 01S46B - field verified as overgrown in 2015, so we recommended it as "not needed", even 
though LADWP identified it as important access, it does not appear that they're using the road.

219
James 
Yannotta LADWP 02S149, 02S153 - Access to East Portal

Benefit Factor 
Comment

02S149, 
02S153

Duplicate routes, though both provide access from slightly different direction. Added +2 benefit for Special Use 
Permit access, assuming they are both really necessary.

220
James 
Yannotta LADWP

03S112, 07S01M, 07S01P, 09S101A, 13S110, 13S110A, 
13S18A, 13S09A, 14S102A, 14S103, 14S104, 14S104A - 
Access to hydrographic measuring station

Benefit Factor 
Comment Multiple

Added +2 for SUP access for these roads. However, the roads may not actually benefit LADWP, since some of these 
roads are from  water and the roads sometimes show evidence of low use. 13S110A - Changed from "does not 
exist" to "Clearly Existing"
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Comment # Author

Group 
Representing (if 
any) Comment

Generalized 
comment group 

Road # (if 
any) Comment Response

221
James 
Yannotta LADWP

03S112G, 03S112H, 11S02A, 11S02B, 12S102, 12S04, 12S02, 
13S104, 13S101, 13S04F, 13S18, 14S101, 14S102, 14S102B, 
15S101 - Access to hydrographic measuring station

Benefit Factor 
Comment Multiple

Already called "needed" in Draft TAR. Added +2 benefit for Special Use Permit access. 13S04F - we double checked, 
in the field, and found that the road no longer exists. 13S101- Also added +1 for dispersed recreation because it 
provides access to non-TAP roads.

222
James 
Yannotta LADWP

04S09, 11S02A, 13S08A - Access to hydrographic measuring 
station

Benefit Factor 
Comment

04S09, 
11S02A, 
13S08A Not analyzed fully in TAP, so no changes made.

223
James 
Yannotta LADWP

15S01 - Access to Hogback Creek Base of Mountain (BOM) 
hydrographic measuring station

Benefit Factor 
Comment 15S01 Added +2 for SUP. Already called "needed" in Draft TAR.

224
James 
Yannotta LADWP

15S02 - Access to Lone Pine Creek BOM hydrographic 
measuring station

Benefit Factor 
Comment 05S02 This road number does not exist. Therefore, no changes were made.

225
James 
Yannotta LADWP

15S03A - access to Lone Pine BOM hydrographic measuring 
station.

Benefit Factor 
Comment 15S03A Added +2 for SUP. Already called "needed" in Draft TAR.

226
James 
Yannotta LADWP

16S01 - Access to Tuttle Creek BOM hydrographic measuring 
station

Benefit Factor 
Comment 16S01 Added +2 for SUP. Already called "needed" in Draft TAR.

227
James 
Yannotta LADWP

19S101 - Access to Braley Creek BOM hydrographic 
measuring station

Benefit Factor 
Comment 19S101 Added +2 for special use permit access.

228
James 
Yannotta LADWP

17S100, 17S101, 17S102 - Access to Carrol Creek BOM 
hydrographic measuring station

Benefit Factor 
Comment

17S100, 
17S101, 
17S102 Added +2 for SUP. Already called "needed" in Draft TAR.

229
Mike 
Johnston

Eastern Sierra 
4WD club 07S01P does exist Road does exist 07S01P

Grasses and small shrubs are  growing in wheel tracks, though the road is visible in photos taken by the commenter 
and Forest Service staff.  recommend "not needed" because it appears to be a very low use road.

230
Mike 
Johnston

Eastern Sierra 
4WD club 07S01U does exist Road does exist 07S01U

Photo from 2015 does show more use than photo we used, which was from 2012 or 2013. Change to "clearly 
existing", but don't add any benefits because we did not receive any comments about benefits.

231
Mike 
Johnston

Eastern Sierra 
4WD club 07S01W does exist Road does exist 07S01W

Photos show road partially overgrown with grass. Change to "clearly exists - low use". Fire ring in the middle of 
meadow with no cleared area for campsite. Added +1 for dispersed recreation for dispersed camp.

232
Mike 
Johnston

Eastern Sierra 
4WD club 07S01Q does exist Road does exist 07S01Q

Photo shows more of a parking area, log over road and grass growing in road. Most of road is overgrown and 
unused, final TAP recommendation is to leave first 50 feet as campsite, but rest of road not needed.
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